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Details of Visit:

Author: nortyboy
Location 2: Madame Beckys
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 28 Sep 2010 3pm
Duration of Visit: 1.5 hours
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Madame becky's flat for shagging........fit for purpose

The Lady:

slim black girl with tiny bum. Foxy is a good name for her. Saucy eyes and smile.............very
kissable lips.

The Story:

How on earth does this girl not have 200 positive reviews! she is a complete star. Very sexy. Full fat
kissing with tongues which was really erotic and sensuous. Slow sexy undressing and superb
BBBJ. we moved to the bed where I licked and fingered her. She is very orgasmic! and cums and
cums and gets wetter and wetter. She wanted shagging so shagging it was lovely.....I came hard
and she came a lot.

A bit of sensual recovery with stroking then she got me hard by sucking my cock, rimming and using
a vibrator on me. She then did this amazing thing with a vibrator while playing with my cock and
sucking my balls. It was absolutely outstanding. Amazing.....

she climbed on top while sticking a largish vibe up her own arse and did d/p with this vib inside
her......OMG I thought it couldnt get better and just did. We did some hard shagging and then I
ended up in Mish with her fingering my bum and shagging while she was saying u can cum in my
mouth if you want........

I came again and was left shaking all over.

She is not vanilla!!! she is also soft and senuous. She also has outstanding technieques! and is very
orgasmic. Perfect combination

sexy gifted, open, sensuous, dirty, and very very foxy!

Give yourself an hour! If I had funds I would be spending a lot of time with her........
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One of the best girls in Milton Keynes
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